Home Learning Activities – Year 5 – W/C 29.06.2020
Below are a list of activities that children can complete over the course of the week. These are a mixture of videos to watch, games or activities to access online, as well as plenty of activities that
require very few resources. Wider Curriculum activities will cover different aspects of Science, History, Geography, Music and Art whereas the Wellbeing activities will cover different aspects of PSHE
and PE.

Reading

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Reading
Read Chapter 7 of ‘The Ickabog’ and
answer the comprehension questions.
Comprehension Worksheet

What are you reading?
Spend some time reading something of
your choice. Register for Oxford Owl to
access eBooks.
Oxford Owl

Reading
Read Chapter 8 of ‘The Ickabog’ and
answer the comprehension questions.
Comprehension Worksheet

What are you reading?
Spend some time reading something of
your choice. Register for Oxford Owl to
access eBooks.
Oxford Owl

Friday
Reading
Read Chapter 9 of ‘The Ickabog’

Spelling
Look at the spellings. Read, Copy, Cover,
Try again. Practise and get someone to
test you!
Spellings

Writing a recount.
Recap how to write a recount.
Video

King Fred Feelings
How do you think King Fred when he
heard Daisy had said he was selfish, vain
and cruel? Note down your ideas.

Model
Your task will be to write a diary entry of
how King Fred felt after Daisy called him
horrible things. Read the model and start
to get some ideas. Remember
punctuation and feelings.
Model

Maths

Times Tables
Hit the Button! Keep practising and beat
your score.
Game

Multiplication
Watch the video to recap multiplying 2
and 3 digits by 1 digit. Complete the
questions.
Video

Multiplication
Watch the video to recap multiplying 2
and 3 digits by 2 digits. Complete the
questions.
Video

Multiplication
Complete the reasoning questions.
Supporting Document

Wider
Curriculum

Climate Change
Watch the video and note down 3
different ways we can help reduce the
use of fossil fuels.
Video

Research
There are a number of things that
require fossil fuels in order to be made.
Look at the supporting document. Can
you find any more?
Supporting Document

Global Warming
Think of your favourite animal and
research how global warming is
impacting its environment. Write down
your findings.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Watch the video and create a poster on
how we can help save the planet using
reduce, reuse, recycle.
Video

Wellbeing

Everybody Worries
Read the online book and draw three of
your worries. Once you’ve drawn them –
bin them!
Video

Silly Stories
With the people you live with, take it in
turns to write a story. Write one line
each, it can be as funny or as silly as you
like!

Plank
Have a go at the plank challenge!
Supporting Worksheet

Guided Meditation
Listen and follow the Guided Meditation.
It lasts 10 minutes.
Video

Daily
Prayers for
Home

Through a story about children who are scared of a thunderstorm, children will learn that everyone experiences fear, but that we can build resilience through gratitude. Children will learn that the greatest thing they
have to be thankful for is Jesus, who frequently tells us, “Do not be afraid”. Watch the assembly and then make a list of your favourite things. When you have finished spend a few minutes quietly thanking god for
these things.
Do Not Be Afraid Assembly
My Favourite Things from The Sound of Music

Writing
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Writing a diary entry
Write a diary entry of how King Fred felt
when he heard that Daisy Dovetail had
called him nasty things.

Multiplication
Have a go at the 4 in a row challenge –
you have to get the times table correct
to have a go!
Video
Reuse Challenge
Reuse any leftovers in the house that
may be binned and get creative! Make
something using only what can be
reused!
Growth Mindset
Watch the video and write down three
ways you will have a positive mindset for
next year!
Video
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